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ill CATALOG DESCRIPTION

This course is devoted to the basics of Tire Mark Identification and Analysis. Course content
will include: identification of the various types of tire marks, documentation and
measurements, terms and definitions relating to tire mark investigations;,case preparation and
courtroom testimony, determination of the coefficient of friction and drag factor, and speed
estimates using various equations.

IV COURSE OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

A. Evaluate speed estimates from vehicle tire marks and compare the types of
skidmarks and other types of marks on roadways.

B. Summerize Newton's Laws of Motion.
C. Measure and document skidmarks and tire marks.
D. Select the proper formulas for skidmark analysis
E. Measure dragfactors and speed computation.
F. Prepare cases for courtroom testimony.



V COURSE CONTENT

1.0 REGISTRATION AND ORIENTAnON 1 HOUR

2.0 DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 1 HOUR

A. Definitions and characteristics
1. Skid marks

a. Definition - a mark, which is left by a non-rotating tire
due to the sliding of the tire over a surface.

b. Characteristics

2. The three basic methods of leaving visible skid marks
a. Extreme deceleration - The braking system causes wheels

to cease rotating.
b. Extreme change in direction - This may result from an

intentional effort on the part ofthe driver or an impact /
contact with fixed object or other vehicles.

c. Extreme acceleration - Occurs when a propelling force or
trust is generated in an amount exceeding the pavement or
surface efficiency.

B. Types of Skid Marks / Tire Marks

1. Impending - wheel rotating slower than the forward motion of the
vehicle.

2. Locked wheel - Non-rotating wheel moving in a straight or curved
line in the original direction of travel.

3. Side skid - (brush marks) - a locked, braked, or rotating wheel of a
vehicle sliding in other than a forward direction, except when
known to be caused by centrifugal force.

4. Critical speed scuffs - rotating wheel of a vehicle rounding a cur-ve
or turning at such a speed that the centrifugal force entirely or
partially overcomes the frictional resistance.

5. Skip - left by a locked wheel that bounces off the pavement or
surface.

6. Gap - left by a locked wheel that is released, and then locked again.
7. Acceleration Mark - propelling force or thrust, which is generated

in an amount exceeding the pavement or surface efficiency.
8. Collision scrub - a short, usually broad, skid mark made during

engagement of the vehicles in a collision.



C. Basic Principles of Physics - Newton's Laws of Motion

1. The first Law of Motion - A body at rest or in unifonn motion,
tends to stay in that state until acted upon by an outside force.

2. The second Law of Motion - The acceleration of an object is
directly proportional to the applied force and inversely proportional
to it's mass.

3. The third Law of Motion - To every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction.

3.0 IDENTIFICATION OF SKIDMARKS AND TIREMARKS4 HOURS

A. Types of skid marks and tire marks.

1. Impending - wheel rotating slower than the forward motion of the
vehicle.

2. Locked wheel - Non-rotating wheel moving in a straight or curved line
in the original direction of travel.

3. Side skid - (brush marks) - a locked, braked, or rotating wheel of a
vehicle sliding in other than a forward direction, except when known
to be caused by centrifugal force.

4. Critical tum speed scuffs - rotating wheel of a vehicle rounding a curve
or turning at such a speed that the centrifugal force entirely or partially
overcomes the frictional resistance.

5. Skip - left by a locked wheel that bounces off the pavement or surface.
6. Gap - left by a locked wheel that is released, and then locked again.
7. Acceleration mark - propelling force or thrust which is generated in an

amount exceeding the pavement or surface efficiency.
8. Collision scrub - a short, usually broad, skid mark made during

engagement of the vehicles in a collision.

B. Other types of marks on roadway

1. Gouge, scrape and scratch marks
2. Fabric transfer
3. Human tissue transfer
4. Vehicle fluids

C. Mechanism of marking
1. Friction and heat
2. Abrasion and tearing (carbonizing)
3. Temperatures
4. Artificial and natural rubber compounds



4.0

5. Sliding tire marks
6. Rotating tire marks
7. \Veight transfer
8. Steering
9. Intermittent tire marks

MEASURING AND DOCUMENTING SKIDMARKS

A. Tools for measurements

1. Pace
a. Very inaccurate
b. Need to know own pace length

2. Rolatape
a. Good for long distances
b. Device must be checked for accuracy

3 HOURS

3. Tape measures
a. Various types (steel, plastic, cloth & fiberglass)
b. Various lengths

B. Documentation methods

1. Stationing - Coordinates
a. Measurements at 90 degrees
b. Establishing reference points

2. Triangulation - Trilateration
a. Measuring from two reference points to an evidence point

3. Station line - Baseline
a. A line from which measurements can be made
b. Can be used to plot curves

C. Methodology

1. Locked wheel
a. Longest skid method
b. Average method

2. Impending
3. Side
4. Critical turn speed scuff (centrifugal skids)
5. Skip
6. Gap



7. Acceleration marks
8. Collision scrub

D. Skidmark photography

1. Nighttime
a. Oblique lighting
b. Stages (adjusted for available flash)

.2. Scene
a. Locating skids in relation to scene

3. Vehicle
a. Locating skids in relation to the involved vehicles.

5.0 MATH AND FORMULA REVIEW AND PRACTICE

A. Basic principles
1. Addition
2. Subtraction
3. Multiplication
4. Division
5. Order of operation

B. Calculations and Identification
1. Square
2. Square root
3. Decimals and fractions
4. Whole numbers
5. Percentage review
6. Review of algebra - solving for unknowns

C. Calculator
1. Functions
2. Operation
3. Mathematical problems

D. Formulas and Derivations
1. Basic speed equation V = 30sf

a. Derivation
b. Kinetic energy relationship
c. Other basic speed equations

1. V = 64.4 sf
2. V = 2ad
3. V = 2gud

6 HOURS



2. Radius equation
R = C IBM + 1/2 M in feet
R = 3C I 2m + m/24 in inches

a. Derivation
3. Speed from critical speed scuff

V =15R (f=M)
a. Derivation
b. Uniform circular motion
c. Other critical speed equations

1. V = 32.2 R (f+m)
2. V = 3.87 R (f+m)
3. V = Rg (u+m)

4. Combined speed
Vc V+ V Vn

a. Derivation

6.0 DRAGFACTOR 3 HOURS

A. Coefficient of friction
.1. Definition

B. Skid tests
1. Radar (Calibrated)
2. Speedometer (Calibrated)
3. Detonator
4. Gravity analyst
5. F = V 130s

C. Factors affecting the coefficient of friction
1. Roadway surface
2. Tires
3. Grade - super-elevation
4. Weather
5. Other factors

a. Higher Speeds
b. Wind
c. Vehicle weight
d. Tire size
e. Suspension

D. Drag sled
1. Weight of sled
2. Force required to move sled
3. f=F/W



7.0

4. Problems with use of drag sleds
a. Unsprung mass
b. Effects of pulling sled at angle

E. Braking efficiency
1. Wom brakes
2. Low brake fluid
3. Brakes out of adjustment
4. Overloaded vehicles
5. Loss of hydraulic pressure
6. Brake fade

F. Resultant drag factor
1. Weight transfer
2. Locked wheel vs. rolling wheel
3. Other

a. Pedestrian
b. Down sliding motorcycle
c. Sheetmetal

SPEED COMPUTATION

A. Velocity from skids
1. V =30sf

B. Combined speed
1. V= V......... + Vn

C. Speed from critical speed scuff
1. V = 15R (f+m)
2. R = C IBM + 1/2 M Radius using feet
3. R = 3C 12M + M/24 Radius using inches

D. Conversion Factors
1. Purpose of conversion factors

a. MPH to FPS
b. FPS to MPH

2. Application
a. Perception time
b. Reaction Time
c. Travel distances

6 HOURS

E. Introduction to Time and Distance (to and from a stop)
1. t = 2d/a



8.0

2. a=V/t
3. d = 1/2 at
4. d= V/30f

CASE PREPARATION AND COURTROOM TESTIMONY

A. Documenting Training - Experience for Court
1. Log of cases involved in and/or handled
2. Log of training

B. Identifying and use of local resources
1. Traffic engineer
2. District Attorney's office
3. Math and Physics instructors
4. Audio - Visual aids

c. Qualifying and an Expert - Voir Dire

2 HOURS



VI INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. ASSIGNMENTS

1. Compare the types of skidmarkl tire marks.
2. Select the proper skidmarkltire mark formula..
3. Measurement of dragfactors and speed computation.

B. EVALUATION

1. Appraise student's ability to determine speed estimates from vehicle tire
marks and proper utilization of vehicle skidmark testing.

2. Comprehensive written examination on laws pertaining to vehicle accident
investigation.

A. TEXT AND OTHER MATERIALS

1. Traffic Accident Investigation Manual
2. "Speed From Skidmarks" - CHP Manual HPG 70.7
3. Legal aspects of skidmarks in traffic cases - The Traffic Institute
4. Hand held radar unit

VII REQUESTED CLASSIFICATION

CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE - Meets all standards of Title V. Section55002 a.


